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Abstract—Bluetooth is an enabling technology for Personal Area
Networks. A scatternet is an ad hoc network created by intercon-
necting several Bluetooth piconets, each with at most eight devices.
Each piconet uses a different radio channel constituted by a fre-
quency hopping code. The way the devices are grouped in different
piconets and the way the piconets are interconnected greatly af-
fect the performance of the scatternet in terms of capacity, data
transfer delay, and energy consumption. There is a need to develop
distributed scatternet formation algorithms, which guarantee full
connectivity of the devices, reconfigure the network due to mobility
and failure of devices, and interconnect them such a way to create
an optimal topology to achieve gainful performance. The contri-
bution of this paper is to provide an integrated approach for scat-
ternet formation and quality-of-service support (called SHAPER-
OPT). To this aim, two main procedures are proposed. First, a
new scatternet formation algorithm called self-healing algorithm
producing multihop Bluetooth scatternets (SHAPER) is developed
which forms tree-shaped scatternets. A procedure that produces a
meshed topology applying a distributed scatternet optimization al-
gorithm (DSOA) on the network built by SHAPER is then defined.

Performance evaluation of the proposed algorithms, and of the
accordingly created scatternets, is carried out by using ns2 simula-
tion. Devices are shown to be able to join or leave the scatternet at
any time, without compromising the long term connectivity. Delay
for network setup and reconfiguration in dynamic environments
is shown to be within acceptable bounds. DSOA is also shown to
be easy to implement and to improve the overall network perfor-
mance.

Index Terms—Bluetooth, multihop ad hoc networks, scatternet
formation, topology optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

UNTETHERED networks of small hand-held electronic de-
vices, such as cellular phones, personal digital assistants,

notebooks, digital cameras and mp3 players are very likely to
be part of our daily lives in the near future. These networks are
usually referred to as personal area networks (PANs). Different
PANs can be interconnected to enable sharing of information or
seamlessly integrated with networks of sensor/actuator devices,
to allow interaction with the physical environment. The IEEE
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802.15.1 working group has recently released a standard for
PANs based on the Bluetooth Industrial Specifications. Thanks
to the scatternet concept [1], which allows more than eight de-
vices to be interconnected in a multihop network, Bluetooth is
considered an enabling technology for these scenarios [2].

A scatternet is composed of different piconets. Each piconet
has an overall 1 Mbit/s gross data rate, to be shared by at most
eight active devices (also, nodes in the following). Inside each
piconet, the medium access control (MAC) is contention free
and centrally regulated by a master device, which periodically
polls the other devices (slaves). In a piconet setup, roles of
the participating devices (master and slaves) are dynamic: the
device that starts a communication in a piconet becomes the
master. The way piconets are interconnected to form scatternets
is a key issue in deploying high performance and efficient Blue-
tooth ad hoc networks.

Multihop ad hoc wireless networking, however, has been ex-
tensively studied in the past few years (and a few hardware
test beds have been implemented, e.g., [3]) mostly based on the
IEEE 802.11 standard. The 11 Mbit/s 802.11b is the most wide-
spread standard for wireless local area networks in its infras-
trucured mode. However, the standard also specifies an ad hoc
peer-to-peer communication mode which can be used to realize
PANs. Some recent works, however, questioned the suitability
of 802.11 to support multihop ad hoc networking [4]. Others,
e.g., [5], presented a comparison between the IEEE 802.11b and
Bluetooth technologies for the support of PANs.

Bluetooth is known to present many appealing characteris-
tics.

• As the density of nodes increases, Bluetooth has a higher
capacity than IEEE 802.11b; the latter, due to its higher
link rate, presents good performance when the network
is sparse, but, in Bluetooth, the capacity increases as new
piconets are included in the network [5], [6].

• Currently, output power of Bluetooth devices is around
0 dBm, as compared with the 13–20 dBm for IEEE
802.11b devices.

• Energy efficiency in Bluetooth remains the same as the
network becomes denser; on the other hand, it drops in
IEEE 802.11 because of the increased number of MAC
collisions [5].

• Interactions between the TCP congestion control mecha-
nism and the random access MAC mechanisms in 802.11
lead to serious unfairness between different connections
and instability [4], [5]; on the contrary, the centrally reg-
ulated Bluetooth access in a piconet is suitable to avoid
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useless transmission control protocol (TCP) time-outs
expirations.

• Bluetooth has native mechanisms for quality-of-service
(QoS) negotiation [1]; these could be useful in supporting
voice and other real-time applications. IEEE 802.11
natively lacks a similar mechanism; however, efforts are
under way in the 802.11e working group to provide a
support for QoS.

On the other hand, the following main drawbacks have been
pointed out.

• The scatternet structure adds complexity; mechanisms
such as interpiconet scheduling [5] are not likely to scale
well when the number of nodes increases.

• Bluetooth is connection oriented at the data link layer,
whereas 802.11 is connectionless. This means that data
link connections have to be explicitly setup. The issue of
setting up data link connections among a set of Bluetooth
devices, so as to guarantee network connectivity, is usu-
ally referred to as Scatternet Formation. Scatternet for-
mation algorithms are aimed at forming and maintaining
the topology of Bluetooth scatternets, starting from nodes
without any knowledge of one another. In Bluetooth, the
topology is determined by the way piconets are formed
and interconnected. Different topologies lead to different
performance [6]–[8]. On the other hand, in 802.11 the
topology is univocally determined by the set of distances
among nodes.

• Device discovery procedures of Bluetooth are extremely
time-consuming (in the order of seconds) [9] and require
asymmetric behavior of the involved devices in the inquiry
and inquiry scan phases.

For the reasons discussed above, we believe that Bluetooth is the
most suited technology for PAN applications, for networks of
small and moderate size, i.e., when scalability does not become
a major issue. The inherent energy efficiency and the possibility
of deploying simple mechanisms for QoS support are two im-
portant features for the applications we are interested in.

The contribution of this paper is to provide an integrated
approach for scatternet formation and QoS support (called
SHAPER-OPT). To this aim, two main procedures are pro-
posed. First, a new scatternet formation algorithm called
self-healing algorithm producing multihop Bluetooth scatter-
nets (SHAPER) is developed to form tree-shaped scatternets.
SHAPER is a fully distributed and an asynchronous algorithm,
works even for cases when not all devices are within radio
range and provides self-healing capabilities. A procedure
that produces a meshed topology applying a distributed scat-
ternet optimization algorithm (DSOA) on the network built by
SHAPER is then defined.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the
scatternet formation issue and briefly describes the state of
the art. Section III reports the main constraints of a Blue-
tooth scatternet formation algorithm and gives the problem
formalization. Section IV overviews our approach for scatternet
formation and topology optimization. The key rules and steps
that constitute the proposed SHAPER algorithm are reported
in Section V. Section VI sets an analytical framework for

topology optimization and discusses the integration of DSOA
and SHAPER in order to achieve a fully distributed optimiza-
tion procedure. Section VII provides an extensive performance
analysis of the proposed approach. Finally, conclusions are
given in Section VIII.

II. SCATTERNET FORMATION: RELATED WORK

Although Bluetooth was initially designed for cable replace-
ment between small devices, it is currently considered as a
potential enabler for ad hoc networking applications due to
the scatternet concept. Different piconets can coexist in the
same area with low mutual interference [10] by using different
frequency hopping sequences. A scatternet is an ad hoc network
of Bluetooth devices which consists of an interconnection of
overlapping piconets. A Bluetooth device joining more than
one piconet is called a gateway. The gateway participates in
communications within different piconets on a time division
basis and can be master in only one piconet. Scatternet for-
mation has been extensively discussed in the last few years.
Existing solutions can be classified as single-hop [11]–[15] and
multihop [16]–[20]. The former operate only when nodes are in
radio visibility. Reference [11] addresses Bluetooth scatternet
formation with a distributed selection of a leader device, which
assigns roles to the others. In [12], a distributed formation
protocol is defined, with the goal of reducing formation time
and message complexity. In [13], loop scatternet formation
is presented, which minimizes the number of piconets and
other parameters such as maximum node degree, network diam-
eter, and node contention. Reference [14] proposes a scatternet
topology called BlueRing, which connects piconets as a ring.
The works in [15]–[17] form tree-shaped scatternets. In [15],
Tan et al. introduce the tree scatternet formation (TSF) pro-
tocol; the topology produced is a collection of one or more
rooted spanning trees, each autonomously attempting to merge
with the others and to converge to a unique tree. TSF assures
connectivity only in single-hop scenarios since trees merge
only via root nodes; thus, two different trees can merge only
if their root nodes are in the transmission range of each other.
Reference [16] presents an on-demand Bluetooth scatternet
formation algorithm (called ODBT). The scatternet formation
is initiated by a tree root and progressively extended to all
devices. Dynamic changes in the scatternet topology are sup-
ported. Zaruba et al. [17] propose a multihop protocol, Bluetree,
based on a process initiated by a unique node and repeated
recursively till the leaves of the tree are reached.

A second class of multihop proposals consists of algorithms
that produce connected scatternets by exploiting clustering
schemes for ad hoc networks. In [18] and [19], the BlueStars
and BlueMesh protocols are described, respectively. These
protocols define rules for device discovery, piconet formation,
and piconet interconnection, so as to achieve suitable properties
of the formed scatternet. The generated scatternet is a mesh
with multiple paths between any pair of nodes. BlueMesh
allows each master to select at most seven slaves. Also, [20]
defines a protocol that limits to seven the number of slaves
per master. It is based on the Yao construction, which applies
a degree reduction techniques to the network topology graph.
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The proposed algorithm assumes that each node knows its
position and that of its neighbors.

The work in [22] proposes a new approach to scatternet for-
mation. Route discovery and construction is performed on-de-
mand on the basis of real-traffic conditions and traffic requests.
However, the proposed approach requires substantial modifica-
tions of the Bluetooth standard to guarantee acceptable route-
setup delay.

Some other works discuss scatternet topology optimization.
This issue is faced in [23] and [6] by adopting centralized ap-
proaches. In [23], the aim is minimizing the load of the most
congested node in the network, while [6] discusses the impact
of different metrics on the scatternet topology. A distributed ap-
proach based on simple heuristics is presented in [24]. In [7],
an analytical model of scatternet based on queueing theory is
introduced, aimed at determining the number of nongateway
and gateway slaves to guarantee acceptable delay characteris-
tics. The paper in [8] investigates the relationship between net-
work capacity and topology.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND BLUETOOTH CONSTRAINTS

In 802.11-based ad hoc networks a single broadcast channel is
shared by all devices using the carrier sense multiple access/col-
lision avoidance (CSMA/CA)-based MAC. Thus, the distance
among nodes defines the network topology. In Bluetooth, since
multiple communication channels are available, the topology is
not univocally defined by distances among nodes. The way de-
vices are grouped in different piconets and the way piconets are
interconnected greatly affect the scatternet performance in terms
of capacity, delay and energy consumption.

Given a set of devices and their positions, we refer to the
problem of finding the set of piconets and the set of interconnec-
tions among them, which optimizes a given performance metric.
A scatternet must be formed by means of distributed algorithms
running on each device. By means of these algorithms, nodes
must discover their neighbors, establish links, and interconnect
piconets, leading to a suitable topology.

To clearly define the problem, given an area which respects
the conditions:

• each node should have another node in its transmission
range

(1)

where is the Euclidean distance between node
and node , is the set of nodes in the considered area,
and the typical Bluetooth transmission range (equal to
10 m for a class 3 device);

• there is a possible path between any couple of nodes (i.e.,
the system is geographically connected, as defined in
[17]).

There is a need to develop distributed algorithms that form scat-
ternets, which respect the following topological constraints:

• no more than seven slaves belong to a piconet

(2)

where represents the scatternet, represents the th
piconet in the system, and is the number of slaves of

;
• a node can be master in only one piconet

master and (3)

• each slave is connected at least to a master

slave master (4)

• each piconet in the scatternet has a node shared with an-
other piconet

and (5)

this shared node is called gateway;
• for each node, at least one path exists that connects it to

any another node

path (6)

Furthermore, a scatternet formation algorithm should have the
following properties:

a) guarantee full connectivity to all the involved devices
even in multihop scenarios, when devices are scattered
in an area where not all of them are within radio range of
each other (also referred to as multihop scenario);

b) achieve full connectivity after limited time;
c) guarantee a self-healing behavior in variable network

conditions; in particular the algorithm should handle:
i) entrance of new nodes in the network;
ii) mobility or failure/deactivation of nodes;

d) guarantee multiple and short paths between any pair of
nodes;

e) optimize the topology according to suitable performance
metrics (e.g., overall network capacity).

IV. OVERVIEW OF SHAPER-OPT: AN INTEGRATED APPROACH

FOR SCATTERNET FORMATION AND TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATION

As previously discussed, no solutions have been proposed,
thus far, that satisfy all the aforementioned properties of a scat-
ternet formation algorithm. In our approach, we perform three
main steps to form a Scatternet satisfying properties (2)–(6) and
a)–e).

A. Step 1: Forming a Connected Tree via SHAPER

The first set of procedures, named SHAPER, has been pre-
liminary presented in [21] and creates a tree-shaped scatternet.
SHAPER quickly forms a connected scatternet respecting the
topological constraints of (2)–(6) and the properties a)–c). A
set of merging procedures allow SHAPER to interconnect ran-
domly formed links (and piconets) in a loop free topology: dif-
ferent trees are merged and converge to a unique tree.

SHAPER is the first scatternet formation algorithm, which
is able to dynamically adapt the topology to the mobility and
failures of nodes in a multihop scenario. We will refer to this
physical tree-shaped scatternet as primitive topology (PT).
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Fig. 1. Physical and logical topology.

B. Step 2: Optimizing the Topology via DSOA

Since a tree topology may not be the best choice to transfer
user information (nodes easily become bottlenecks when data
are exchanged), we enhance SHAPER by combining it with
another distributed procedure (DSOA) that aims at optimizing
the topology according to a selected performance metric. The
DSOA heuristic and its performance in static scenarios were
discussed in [6]. At the end of DSOA, the network presents an
optimized meshed topology (MT). With DSOA also, the prop-
erties d) and e) are satisfied.

C. Step 3: Maintaining the Logical Tree for the
Self-Healingness

After setup of the links that compose that optimized topology,
the physical links of the tree become logical links. This means
that nodes maintain information about their parent and children
as established at the end of SHAPER, even if the relevant phys-
ical links have been torn down by DSOA in the MT. The set
of these logical relationships will be referred to as logical tree
(LT).

Purposes of this tree-shaped logical structure are:
1) allowing to periodically reapply DSOA to optimize

the scatternet topology after dynamic events (mobility,
failure of nodes, etc.);

2) simplifying the procedures that guarantee the connec-
tivity of the network and the entrance of new nodes;

3) handling failure/mobility of nodes (SELF-HEALING
procedures).

In general, after the first execution of DSOA the network has
(see Fig. 1):

• a meshed physical topology;
• a tree logical topology.

The combination of SHAPER and DSOA, together with the
SELF-HEALING procedures, is called SHAPER-OPT. Thanks
to the LT, SHAPER-OPT is able to merge networks that have
autonomously formed. These networks could either be in a PT
or in a MT configuration. Periodically, DSOA is applied to re-
optimize the overall physical topology.

To the best of our knowledge, SHAPER-OPT is the first scat-
ternet formation algorithm that contemporarily works in a mul-
tihop environment, presents self-healing properties (e.g., dy-
namically reconfigures the network after node entrance/exit)

Fig. 2. Evolution of states for a Bluetooth device.

and optimizes the scatternet topology. Moreover, a dynamic be-
havior is extensively studied in the framework of scatternet for-
mation algorithms.

V. DESCRIPTION OF THE SHAPER-OPT
DISTRIBUTED PROCEDURES

In a first phase, nodes perform device discovery and establish
links. A node alternates among five possible states: inquiry, in-
quiry scan, page, page scan, and communication (see Fig. 2).

At the beginning, a node is free (i.e., not already connected
to a scatternet) and enters the inquiry or inquiry scan states. In
the inquiry state, the Bluetooth Inquiry procedure is performed
for a time period of at most seconds. If during this period a
node discovers another, then the two connect with the page and
page scan procedures, respectively. The persistence in each of
these two states is regulated by timers ( and ). If the
page/page scan procedures succeed, a master-slave relationship
between the two nodes is activated, a link is established, and the
two nodes enter the SHAPER procedure. If the page/page scan
procedures fail, each node randomly enters again the inquiry or
inquiry scan if its timer has not already expired. Other-
wise, if has expired, the node goes in a communication
state with probability or reenters the inquiry or in-
quiry scan states with probability . A node in
the inquiry scan state performs the Bluetooth Inquiry Scan pro-
cedure with a timer.

In general, each node alternates, throughout its lifetime,
between performing network formation tasks and communi-
cation tasks. Network formation tasks are dedicated to form
and maintain a connected scatternet by running SHAPER,
DSOA and the SELF-HEALING procedures. During com-
munication tasks, user data are exchanged for a randomly
extracted time period ( , uniformly distributed between

and s). After this period a node, with probability
, reenters the inquiry or inquiry scan states. It

should be clear, though, that there is no other way to guarantee
network connectivity than assuring that every single node in
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the network periodically performs network formation tasks. In
fact, every node could be the unique trait d’union of otherwise
disconnected components. The percentage of time a node
spends performing communication tasks, i.e., ,
should be adaptively set in order to tradeoff between a faster re-
sponsiveness to dynamics in the network and a higher network
transport capacity. This happens because a Bluetooth device
cannot participate in data communication when it is performing
connection establishment or device discovery procedures.

A. State Variables and Messages

To better explain the SHAPER-OPT procedures, we intro-
duce a number of state variables that define the behavior of
each node when these procedures are executed. Let us refer to a
generic node . It maintains and stores the following state vari-
ables.

• is the component is affiliated with. A compo-
nent can be: 1) a primitive topology (PT, tree-shaped, not
yet optimized) and 2) a meshed topology (MT, shaped by
DSOA).

represents the tree node is affiliated with. We refer to the
root node of a tree as . When a node is affiliated with
a tree in a PT, it stores and updates the following variables:

• is the status of the node , that can be free , root
or nonroot ;

• is the Bluetooth device address (BD_ADDR) of
the root of the tree (or of itself if free); this information
univocally identifies all nodes in the same tree;

• is the current number of nodes in ;
• is the current number of descendants of node in ;
• is the BD_ADDR of the parent node of in ;
• is the set of children nodes of

node .

We always assume that a free node has .
When a node is affiliated with a MT, it belongs also to a

logical tree ; it stores and updates the following parameters:

• is the status of node , , or in the logical
tree;

• is the BD_ADDR of the root of ;
• is the BD_ADDR of the parent node of in ;
• : is the set of children

nodes in ;
• is the role assumes in the MT, either master ,

slave or gateway .

When DSOA is performed for the first time, every node sets its
logical state variables equal to the respective PT variables.

A node can send different types of messages; messages con-
taining the information used for merging and reconfiguring trees
are reported in Table I.

B. SHAPER Algorithm

The SHAPER procedures allow two nodes that meet during
the network formation tasks to merge the components they be-
long to. We always refer to the two meeting nodes, through
which the two components merge, as , the master, and as
the slave of a newly formed link (named ). After the link has
been established, sends a MERGE message to (see also, the

TABLE I
SHAPER-OPT MESSAGES AND RELEVANT PARAMETERS

pseudocode of Procedure 1). This message contains the com-
ponent and the of as well. verifies if the

of equals to its . In this case, the two nodes
already belong to the same scatternet and the two components
need not to be merged. The link can be torn down. If the

s are different, different actions are taken depending on
the components the two nodes are affiliated with.

The following situations can occur:
Case 1) a free node meets a PT-node: the SHAPER proce-

dures are applied to include the node in the PT
tree;

Case 2) a PT-node meets a PT-node: one of the two PTs is
included in the other, thus forming a unique tree;

Case 3) a PT-node meets an MT-node: the SHAPER proce-
dures are applied with the aim of forming a unique
connected scatternet (giving rise to a hybrid PT–MT
topology);

Case 4) an MT-node meets an MT-node: the SHAPER
procedures are applied with the aim of forming a
unique connected scatternet.

Cases 1) and 2) refer to the nodes belonging to PT and will
be discussed into details in the following subsection. The other
two cases deal with an MT that merge with another component
(either PT or MT), and are discussed in Section V-D.

Procedure 1 MainSHAPER
: MERGE

if then
disconnect ( , )

else
execute SHAPER as a function of ,

,
, , ,

endif

C. SHAPER on Primitive Topologies

In this section, we explain how SHAPER works on a primitive
topology, i.e., on nodes that have never executed DSOA. Dif-
ferent links are merged in trees; trees that have separately grown
are subsequently merged. The network converges to a unique
connected tree always and only when the adjacency graph is
connected. In every branch of the final tree, the parent is always
the master and the child is always the slave. Thus, an interme-
diate node in the tree (non root and non leaf) is a gateway be-
tween two piconets.

Let us refer to the and nodes in the previous section,
which belong to different PTs and have established a link
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. If both are nonfree nodes, then they respectively belong
to the and trees. After the first message exchange
in Procedure 1, when the two components are equal to PT,
subsequent steps depend on the values of the two nodes.
Different actions are foreseen (Table II). A pseudocode for
these procedures is given next.

Procedure 2 PT-SHAPER

if then
;

: UPDATEPARAMETERS
: UPDATEPARAMETERS

else

, : execute MainSHAPER
end if

;

: UPDATEPARAMETERS
: UPDATEPARAMETERS
: UPDATENDESC

, : execute MainSHAPER

if then

, : execute MainSHAPER
else

: UPDATENDESC
: STARTRECONF

: wait for RECONFACK

: UPDATEPARAMETERS
repeat

(excluding ):
UPDATEPARAMETERS

until
end if

Let us refer to Fig. 3. Action (upper left box in the Figure)
applies when both and are roots. The two trees they be-

TABLE II
DIFFERENT ACTIONS AS A FUNCTION OF THE stat VARIABLE

long to can simply merge. The only decision to be taken re-
gards which device will be the new root. We assume that it is
always the with the highest value of . If it is , then

maintains the initial configuration; acknowledges and
sends an UPDATEPARAMETERS message to its children, which
contains the new and the new value
of ; after receiving an ACK from ,

also sends the new value to its children through an
UPDATEPARAMETERS message. All nodes receiving the message
update their and parameters with the values in-
cluded in the message, and propagate the same message to their
children until the leaves of the tree are reached.

If , is switched, i.e., and exchange
their roles; this is done by means of the Bluetooth LMP_Master-
SlaveSwitch primitive. After the switch, the nodes execute the
procedure MainSHAPER again with the new roles.

In the case (upper right box in Fig. 3), the is
simply included in the tree, independently of the number
of nodes of the two trees. acknowledges and sends
the UPDATEPARAMETERS message to its children to up-
date the number of nodes. updates its value

and sends an UPDATENDESC

message to its parent to propagate the updating for nodes
on higher levels. Whenever a node receives an UPDATENDESC

message, it updates the value, forward it to its parent
and sends an UPDATEPARAMETERS message with the new
value of to its children (excluding the one that sent
the UPDATENDESC). The UPDATENDESC message is, thus,
used to update the value of and is always sent in the
child-to-parent direction.

In , nodes simply switch the link and reexecute Main-
SHAPER with the new roles.

Finally, in case , two nodes meet (lower box in Fig. 3).
One of the two trees must be reconfigured, i.e., one of the
nodes must become root of its tree in order to correctly merge
with the other tree. Again, we choose to reconfigure the tree with
the lowest value of ; without loss of generality, we assume
that the tree to be reconfigured is . Otherwise, the LMP_Mas-
terSlaveSwitch is applied and MainSHAPER is executed again.

The reconfiguration process is started by that requests a
permission from the root node of its tree. This permission is
granted by the root if no other reconfigurations are occurring
on the tree itself. Node requests the permission by sending
a RECONFREQ message to its parent. The parent node forward
this message to its own parent. This is repeated until the root
of is reached. The root enables the reconfiguration by re-
plying with a RECONFACK message. Once enabled, sends a
STARTRECONF to its parent and an UPDATEPARAMETERS to its
children. Both messages include the new

and the value of . The parent of sends an
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Fig. 3. Different actions performed by SHAPER on primitive topologies.

UPDATEPARAMETERS to all of its children, excluding , and for-
ward the STARTRECONF message to its parent. An LMP_Mas-
terSlaveSwitch is performed after that between and its parent.
These steps are then repeated from the parent of ( in the
Figure) toward its own parent and the process continues until
the initial root of is reached. At this point, is the new root
of , and is included in . This gives rise to a unique tree
whose root is . updates its descendants and propa-
gates an UPDATENDESC message toward the root of .

In SHAPER, whenever a slave tries to connect to a master
which already has seven children, i.e., seven slaves in its pi-
conet, an adjunctive procedure is called (named ReconfSlaves),
which relies on a property demonstrated in [17]. If a node has
more than five neighbors, then at least two of them are neigh-
bors themselves. Thus, the master temporarily parks the en-
tering slave and forces the setup of a link between two of its
children, then the parked slave is waken up and becomes an ac-
tive child in the tree.

All the above rules guarantee that trees can always merge and
a unique tree can be obtained even in a multihop scenario.

D. SHAPER With Mixed Primitive and Meshed Topologies

In this section, we generalize SHAPER to the following two
cases: 1) when a PT and an MT have to be merged (e.g., when
new nodes are activated in an area where an already optimized
scatternet exists) and 2) when two MT scatternets meet.

As for the first case, thanks to the link setup procedure, a link
is activated between a node with and a node with

. If the master of the new link has also master
in the MT, the link is kept as it is. Otherwise, the link is switched
and the procedure is reentered. In the following description, we
assume that the master is in the MT and the slave is in the
PT. In accordance to MainSHAPER, the two meeting nodes ex-
change their . It is to be noticed that, for the slave node,

this corresponds to the address of its physical tree. On
the contrary, for , this corresponds to the address of
the logical tree associated to the MT. SHAPER connects the two
scatternets with the newly formed link and includes the physical
tree in the logical one. At the end of the procedure, a unique tree
is available at the LT level while, at the physical level, the scat-
ternet will present an hybrid topology with a meshed zone and
a tree zone.

As for the inclusion of the PT tree in the , the same
procedures of PT-SHAPER are applied on the basis of the
status of the two meeting nodes as in Procedure 2. However,
there are three main differences: 1) at the beginning of the
procedure a message, UPDATETREEID, is broadcast to all nodes
in the PT; this message substitutes UPDATEPARAMETERS and
aims at changing the of the PT with ; 2)
the switch between parent and child is only logical (there is no
need for an LMP_MasterSlaveSwitch); and 3) the number of
nodes and descendants is not updated any more. This way, we
are not able anymore to include the smallest logical tree in the
biggest tree, which would minimize the number of switches,
since nodes do not have this information. However, logical
switches are less time-consuming than physical switches, while
we avoid all the signaling traffic associated to updating the
number of descendants.

As for the merging of the logical trees underlying two MTs,
we try to keep the roles of the two meeting nodes in their re-
spective MT. This means that, if in the new link has also a

in the MT, while has also a slave role in the MT, the
link is kept as it is and the is included in the , regard-
less of the number of nodes of the two . In the opposite case,
the link is switched and the procedure is reexecuted with the
new roles. Finally, in case the two nodes both have
or in their MT the link is not switched, for it would bring no
advantage.
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In both the above cases (MT–PT and MT–MT), the link
between the two scatternets is always setup with the aim of
keeping the role of nodes in MT equal to the role in this new
link. An exception occurs when the node that should become
the master already has seven slaves in its original piconet.
In this case, the link is switched and the second node (initially

) becomes master, thus neglecting previous rules. If both
( and ) have seven slaves the ReconfSlaves procedure of
Section V-C is called.

E. Self-Healing Behavior

SHAPER-OPT guarantees a self-healing behavior of the
network by reconfiguring the scatternet topology when a node
abandons the network or moves. This is accomplished in two
steps.

Step 1) The SELF-HEALING procedures update all the
state variables characterizing the tree (either log-
ical or physical.

Step 2) SHAPER merges scatternets that could have dis-
connected by means of the mechanisms described
in Sections V-C and V-D.

In case of PTs, when a node loses connectivity with its parent
(e.g., when it does not receive any answer in a given timeout),
it assumes that the parent has moved or switched off and be-
comes a node. It subsequently sends an UPDATEPARAMETERS

message to all its children. This contains its BD_ADDR in the
field and the current value of in the field.

When a parent node loses its child, it must update the number
of nodes in the tree. To this aim it requests the values from
its active sons and compares it with its current value of to
figure out how many nodes have disconnected. Once has
been updated it sends an UPDATEPARAMETERS to all its children
and an UPDATENDESC to its parent. At the end of this process,
we obtain two independent PT trees. Procedure 3 is periodically
performed by a generic node in the PT (named ). Lines 1–12
tackle the disconnection of children nodes, while lines 13–18
tackle the disconnection of a parent.

Procedure 3 PT-SELF-HEALING
1: for each do
2: if not connected then
3: : delete
4: end if
5: end for
6: for each do
7: : query
8: end for
9: : update
10: : update

11: : UPDATEPARAMETERS
12: : UPDATENDESC
13: if not connected then
14: :
15: for each do
16: : UPDATEPARAMETERS with

and
17: end for
18: end if

Fig. 4. Self-healing behavior when the network gets disconnected.

The SELF-HEALING procedures for MT rely on a periodical
check of the connectivity of the logical tree. Each node controls
whether its logical parent and its logical children are physically
reachable. In case a node discovers that its logical children are
not reachable, it simply expunges it from the list . In case
a node loses it logical parent, the is reconfigured. It is to
be noticed that a node can lose its parent in the following two
situations:

Case 1) the physical MT becomes disconnected, the parent
is still active but no path toward the parent exists
any more;

Case 2) the parent abandons the network.

Case 1) is reported in Fig. 4. Solid lines represent physical links,
while dashed lines represent logical relationships in the .
Node disconnects and, being a leaf in the logical tree, it is
simply deleted by its parent from the . Due to the peri-
odical check, discovers that its logical parent is not phys-
ically reachable. As a consequence, becomes and assigns
its BD_ADDR to its descendants. At this point, the two scatter-
nets are completely separated (at a physical and logical level).
SHAPER will reconnect these two scatternets if at least two
nodes of them are in radio visibility.

In Case 2) a node [ in the Fig. 5(a)] abandons the network.
Its child in the logical tree , that, as describe before, peri-
odically controls the presence of its , discovers the node
disconnection and starts a reconfiguration on its tree. This re-
configuration terminates with as root of a new logical tree
(with ). As for the parent of node
( in the figure), it deletes the child from the set. A dif-
ference with respect to the previous case is that already has
some physical links with other nodes that are not its chil-
dren. This means that separate logical trees exist in the same
MT. Node then verifies, for each neighbor connected to it via
a physical link, if it has the same . If the are
different, establishes a logical relationship with its neighbor
[ in the Fig. 5(c)] as a child. For each logical descendant,
updates the with the of .

Procedure 4 reports the self-healing behavior of a generic
node (named in the pseudocode) when it belongs to a MT. It
is to be noticed that Procedure 4 is executed periodically; more-
over, it is executed whenever a node loses its physical neighbor,
since it is more likely that a node loses also its logical parent or
child. For example, with reference to Fig. 4, lines 1–15 corre-
spond to actions performed by node , while node executes
lines 1–7.
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Fig. 5. Self-healing behavior when the network is still connected and two logical trees merge.

As for Fig. 4, when node disconnects, as parent of
executes lines 1–7 while , as child executes lines 8–25.

Procedure 4 MT-SELF-HEALING
1: for each do
2: : CHECK
3: : wait for ACK from
4: if TimeOut then
5: : delete
6: end if
7: end for
8: : CHECK
9: : wait for ACK from
10: if TimeOut then
11: : delete
12: :
13: for each do
14: : UPDATEPARAMETERS with

15: end for
16: for each neighbor of do
17: if then
18:
19: for each do
20: : UPDATEPARAMETERS with

21: end for
22: exit
23: end if
24: end for
25: end if

VI. TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we discuss the proposed topology optimiza-
tion algorithm. We describe the DSOA and explain how the
physical or logical tree structure can be exploited to provide
topology optimization. First, we give a general formulation of
some scatternet topology optimization problems, each defined
by a cost function, which aims at optimizing different perfor-
mance targets. Then, we discuss DSOA and its integration with
SHAPER. In [6], the impact of different metrics on the topology
was shown. Here, we generalize the formulation and discuss

the implementation aspects related to our integrated approach
to scatternet formation.

A multihop scenario, constituted by nodes, can be modeled
with an undirected graph , where is the set of nodes
and an edge belongs to iff , i.e. if
and are in each other’s transmission range. The graph can
be represented with the corresponding adjacency matrix

.
A scatternet in the above scenario can be represented with

another square matrix whose element equals 1 if node is
a slave in master ’s piconet. Thus, in this second matrix, which
is not symmetric, we associate row with the master role for
node and column with the slave role for node . For example,

means that node 1 is master of a piconet in which node
3 is a slave.

Scatternet topology optimization is related to the selected
scheduling policies and routing schemes. Given a scatternet
topology, the capacity of any link depends on the adopted in-
trapiconet and interpiconet scheduling policies [2]. Thus, given
a certain scheduling policy it is possible to define a rule to
assign an amount of capacity to every link of the scatternet

(7)

where is a square matrix, whose element represents the
normalized capacity (with respect to the capacity of a Bluetooth
piconet) of the link between master and slave according to
the adopted scheduling rule . In [6], a simple method to calcu-
late the capacity of all links was defined, given a simple rule
and assuming bipartite scatternets. Furthermore, by assuming a
model for interference between co-located piconets, given ,

, and it is possible to calculate the matrix , whose el-
ement represents the capacity of the link , taking into
account interference effects. We can, thus, refer to

(8)

as the overall normalized capacity of the scatternet, where
holds.

For what concerns routing, we can describe a path between
any two nodes with another matrix , whose element

equals 1 if link is part of the path, defined by the
routing scheme, between node and . Thus, for each possible
pair of nodes , we have

(9)
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This routing rule defines the path between the two nodes
and depends on the routing algorithm and on the link metrics
applied. For example, in [6], a link metric which assigns the
same cost to every link was applied, which results in the path
with the lowest number of hops being selected between any two
nodes.

We can now define

(10)

which represents the number of hops for the path between node
and node , according to , and

(11)

which represents the average path length of the scatternet .
Optimization problem 1 —Maximize Normalized

Capacity
Given: ,

(12)

with the following constraints:
1) , ; ;
2) ;

3) , ;
4) does not have a block structure, row permutations

notwithstanding.
These constraints impose that the matrix represents a con-
nected scatternet compliant with the Bluetooth Specifications.
These are the equivalent of the topological constraints in (2)–(6)
in Section III with the matrix representation. Constraint 1 im-
poses that links exist only between adjacent nodes. Constraint 2
imposes that no piconet has more than seven slaves; constraint 3
imposes that every node is at least connected with another node,
while constraint 4 is a sufficient condition to guarantee full con-
nectivity of the scatternet.

—Minimize Average Path Length
Given: , ,

(13)

subject to constraints 1), 2), 3) and 4).
—Maximize Equivalent Normalized Capacity

Given: , ,

(14)

with constraints 1), 2), 3) and 4). The cost function in (14),
which we refer to as equivalent normalized capacity, can be
thought as the capacity the scatternet would have if all nodes
were one hop distant from one another.

It is easy to see that each objective function defines a metric
on the space of possible solutions, i.e., we can order the scatter-
nets according to those metrics.

The above optimization problems were resolved by means of
state space enumeration for small topologies in [6]; moreover,
in [6] a distributed greedy heuristic, called DSOA, was intro-
duced. DSOA assumes that the nodes in are ordered in a set

. At step of DSOA, the node receives
the matrix , which describes the topology selected by the
nodes . The node must then select the role
to assume in the scatternet (master, slave, or gateway) and which
connections to establish with nodes . The con-
figuration is selected that results in the best local solution for the

problem. The algorithm evaluates the different configurations
by means of a function . This function is calculated on
the all matrixes representing the possible topological alternatives
at step . In accordance to the selected optimization problem ,
this metric should be maximized or minimized. Node selects
the topology that optimizes the target metric value ; after
that, the new topology is signaled to node , by means of the
matrix that describes the new topology. Nodes cannot modify
decisions previously taken by other nodes.

The ordering of the nodes must respect the
propertythatatleastonenodein isinthetransmission
rangeof , forevery .Underthisassumption, in[6],DSOA
was shown to be correct and to create near-optimal scatternets.

For the convenience of the reader, DSOA is reported in the
following pseudocode. For the sake of simplicity it is assumed
that the nodes are divided in two disjoint sets, the set of the mas-
ters and the set of the slaves , thus leading to a bipar-
tite graph representing the scatternet. In this case, the matrix is
rectangular, the rows are associated with master nodes and the
columns with slaves. The algorithm can easily be extended to
the general case at the expense of complexity.

Procedure 5 DSOA
Input: , , ,
Output: Optimized Topology
begin

for : do
case 1: consider in
derive all Bluetooth-compliant matrices

with
rows and columns

calculate values of
case 2: consider in
derive all Bluetooth-compliant matrices

with
rows and columns

calculate values of
select the with optimal in ac-
cordance
to
if optimum in case 1 then

else

end if
end for

end
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A. Combining SHAPER and DSOA: SHAPER-OPT

As previously described, nodes willing to form a connected
ad hoc scatternet execute the SHAPER algorithm. After a few
seconds (see Section VII), the nodes are connected in a tree-
shaped physical scatternet. In [6], it was shown that the or-
dering of the nodes required by DSOA can be provided by a tree
shaped scatternet. This is accomplished in the following way.
All nodes are sequentially visited, starting from the root. The
root also starts the optimization process by broadcasting an INIT

message on the tree. This means that an optimization phase is
starting, during which no other network formation tasks are per-
formed. A generic node receives the matrix from its
parent; the matrix describes the topology selected by the nodes

. Then, takes its decision and sends the new
matrix to a child (node ). When receives the ma-
trix back from , the matrix contains the decisions taken by

and all its descendants in the tree. Node sends the new
matrix to another child. After receives the matrix from its
last child, it sends it back to its parent. When the root node re-
ceives the final , this matrix describes the topology that has
been selected by all the nodes. The decision phase is finished
and the setup of the new topology can start. The matrix is then
broadcasted and all nodes start establishing the connections that
constitute the selected network topology. Each master connects
its slaves with the Bluetooth page procedure, following the order
defined by the matrix, while each slave listens for incoming con-
nections from the master with the Bluetooth page scan proce-
dures. Slaves with multiple masters follow the order defined by
the matrix. Physical links produced by SHAPER, when different
from DSOA links, are torn down after the new links are estab-
lished, while the parent-child relationships of the physical tree
become logical ones.

B. Periodical Reoptimization of the Network

Once the first optimized topology has been obtained, a timer
is started by the root node. This timer regulates the pe-

riodical reoptimization of the network that is applied to assure
that new nodes (or networks) that have merged with the original
one are reconfigured in accordance with DSOA. When the timer
expires, the root node broadcasts an INIT message on the tree,
thus starting a new optimization process.

To conclude, we observe that the advantages of using and
maintaining the tree structure are:

1) allowing periodical execution of DSOA, by sequencing
the nodes in the network;

2) assuring that the network can self-reconfigure during its
lifetime in dynamic conditions.

VII. PERFORMANCE RESULTS

In this section, we report extensive simulation results of
our scatternet formation and optimization procedures. The
SHAPER-OPT procedures have been implemented on Blue-
ware, an ns-2 simulator which simulates most aspects of the
Bluetooth protocol stack [25].

The WirelessPhy module of Blueware simulates the radio
aspects of Bluetooth. The FhChannel module simulates the
frequency hopping shared medium. The baseband module

of the simulator implements the pseudorandom frequency
hopping technique and the inquiry, inquiry scan, page, page
scan, and LMP_MasterSlaveSwitch procedures as specified
in the Bluetooth Baseband Specifications. Furthermore, the
LMP module implements the link manager protocol and link
control operations such as automatic repeat request (ARQ) as
defined in the specifications. The TaskScheduler module allows
to implement different schemes to handle intra/interpiconet
communication and topology formation schemes, by relying on
the primitives offered by the lower layers. At the TaskScheduler
level, we implemented all the procedures which constitute
SHAPER-OPT as described in Sections V and VI. Several
primitives and messages are exchanged among the various
modules to perform the desired procedures.

We measured the behavior of the proposed procedures in both
single-hop and multihop scenarios. In the first case, the nodes
were randomly distributed in a square area of side 7 m. This
way, with a m it is assured that all devices are in radio
visibility. In this case, we also compared our results with those
in [15].

In the multihop case, nodes were scattered so as to obtain
a mean visibility per node around 30% of the total number of
generated nodes.

Since Blueware does not implement an interference model,
results on the formation time must be considered as lower
bounds when the density of nodes is high. We adopted the
interpiconet scheduling mechanism proposed in [25].

As for the parameters of the procedures in Fig. 2, we
set: s, s, s,

s, while is randomly extracted between
10.24 s and 1.28 s. The two parameters related to
are s and s, and have been
selected so that each node spends a higher percentage of time
performing network formation tasks rather than communica-
tion tasks. The time spent in the communication state can be
adaptively increased after the initial topology formation phase.
It can also be adjusted in order to adapt to the mobility and
other dynamics of the network.

All figures reported in this section show the average value of
the experiments performed with 95% confidence intervals.

A. Performance Comparison With Other Scatternet Formation
Algorithms

As a first performance evaluation, we compared PT-SHAPER
with the single-hop TSF algorithm implemented in Blueware,
in the same scenarios. Both protocols give rise to a tree struc-
ture. First, we evaluated the mean formation time (MFT); that
is the mean value of the time needed to obtain a unique con-
nected tree. Fig. 6 shows the MFT as a function of the number
of nodes . When TSF is adopted, the MFT increases with

; this depends on the fact that only coordinator nodes can dis-
cover different trees and only root nodes can merge them. As
increases, the time needed for a coordinator to find neighboring
nodes increases too.

On the contrary, one of the assets of PT-SHAPER is that it
connects trees via both and nodes (as shown in the ex-
ample of Fig. 3). As the node density increases, the probability
that two different nodes meet increases too. This gives rise to a
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Fig. 6. Formation time: Performance comparison between TSF and SHAPER.

Fig. 7. Formation time, multihop scenarios.

MFT that remains around 6.5 s for . The MFT is slightly
higher ( 10 s) for low density networks.

The scatternets formed when ranges between 10 and
120 have an average number of piconets ranging from 5 to
75 for PT-SHAPER and from 5 to 65 for TSF. Also, the av-
erage number of roles assigned to a device is comparable: for

, each node assumes 1.5 roles with TSF and 1.6 roles
with PT-SHAPER. The scatternets generated are similar in
terms of number of piconets, number of slaves in a piconet, and
number of leaves.

Since SHAPER operates also in multihop scenarios, the MFT
has been evaluated as a function of the number of nodes for dif-
ferent sizes of the geographical area where the nodes are scat-
tered (Fig. 7). As in the single-hop scenario, the MFT initially
decreases as increases and then remains flat. As expected,
the MFT also increases with the size of the area. This result is
also reported in Fig. 8, where the trend of the MFT as a function
of the size of the geographical area is shown. We can conclude
that, though the MFT depends on the node density in a given

Fig. 8. Formation time as a function of the geographical area, multihop
scenarios.

TABLE III
NUMBER OF STARTRECONF MESSAGES EXCHANGED

area, after a certain density threshold has been reached the for-
mation time is not affected anymore.

In Table III, the number of STARTRECONF messages ex-
changed in the network for different values of is reported,
both for single-hop and multihop scenarios. Although the
reconfiguration procedures are time-consuming, they are nec-
essary to merge different trees regardless of the status of the
nodes (i.e., to merge trees also via s), as explained in
Section V-C. This is the mechanism that makes SHAPER work
also in multihop scenarios.

It is to be pointed out that, due to the time consuming in-
quiry/inquiry scan procedures in Bluetooth, the duration of the
scatternet formation is a crucial performance metric. However,
most of the solutions, thus far, proposed in the literature do not
explicitly calculate the time needed to complete the algorithm.
Only in [9], the formation time of three multihop scatternet for-
mation algorithms is compared, namely, Bluetree, Bluestar, and
Yao. The main problem with the three protocols above is that
all of them rely on synchronized operations, i.e., on a discovery
phase that must be executed by all nodes starting at the same
time. This is not realistic in a distributed setting and is time con-
suming, since during the discovery phase no user data communi-
cations are possible among nodes. The authors of [9] show that a
device discovery phase of at least 6 s is needed for the devices to
acquire enough neighborhood information to guarantee a con-
nected topology with probability close to 1, when the devices
are scattered in an area of 900 m . According to our results in
multihop settings, the time needed is probably higher when the
size of the area increases. Moreover, additional time is needed
for the distributed protocols to complete their operations and es-
tablish the scatternet links after the device discovery phase. The
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Fig. 9. Incremental formation time.

fastest of the protocols evaluated in [9] has additional forma-
tion time in the order of 1 s, but it does not guarantee that every
piconet has seven slaves maximum [i.e., constraint in (2)]. The
additional delays for the Yao and Bluetree protocols are in the
order of 3–6 and 8–11 s, respectively.

B. Dynamic Behavior on Primitive Topologies

To measure the dynamic behavior of SHAPER, we consid-
ered the time needed to obtain a unique connected scatternet
after an “en mass” arrival of a second group of nodes. All nodes
are in radio visibility of each other in an area of m . With
reference to Fig. 9, a certain percentage of the nodes on the
axis arrives after a scatternet with the other nodes has formed.
We considered different percentages for the second group of
nodes (25%, 50%, 75%). The time needed to accommodate the
incoming nodes in the network, namely the incremental forma-
tion time, is reported. Counterintuitively, this is shown to be in-
versely proportional to the percentage of nodes arriving with the
second burst and is less than 8.5 s for . This happens be-
cause when the density of nodes performing network formation
tasks is higher, it is more likely that two nodes meet and establish
a link and connect to the already formed scatternet quickly. The
incremental formation time can be thought as the time needed
for the last node to be included in the existing network.

C. Self-Healing Behavior of SHAPER-OPT

To evaluate the self-healing procedures of SHAPER-OPT, we
measured the time needed to reconfigure the scatternet topology
after an “en mass” arrival in case of both PT and MT and the
behavior when nodes switch off. All nodes are in reciprocal vis-
ibility in an area of m . We suppose that a node performs
a communication task for a period of , uniformly dis-
tributed between 2.25 and 6.3 s. With reference to Fig. 10, we
assume that a certain quota of the nodes arrive at time , while
the remainder arrives after the initial scatternet (PT or MT) has
been formed. We considered 10% and 20% of the initial group
of nodes. The figure reports the reconfiguration time due to this
second burst of arrivals. Also in this case, the time to reconfigure

Fig. 10. Reconfiguration time in primitive and meshed topologies.

Fig. 11. Time needed for the self-healing procedures in meshed topologies.

both topologies is shown to be reasonably limited, though being
in general higher for meshed topologies.

In Fig. 11, we consider the opposite situation: given an MT
scatternet, a certain quota of nodes switches off. We considered
30% and 50% of the initial amount of nodes. The remaining
nodes execute the MT-SELF-HEALING procedure described
in Section V-E. The figure shows the delays for updating the

of the , as a function of the number of nodes that
are switched off. The procedure to update the s can be
accelerated by using the updated version of the matrix that
contains the current scatternet topology.

D. Delay of the Optimization Procedures

Fig. 12 plots the time needed to execute different distributed
procedures of SHAPER-OPT, as a function of the number of
nodes, and starting from disconnected and neighborhood un-
aware nodes. All nodes are randomly distributed in an area of

m . The SHAPER curve shows the MFT needed to setup
a connected tree-shaped scatternet. The other three curves re-
port the time needed to broadcast the INIT message and the final
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Fig. 12. Time needed by the SHAPER-OPT procedures.

matrix, respectively. DSOA needs an amount of time that is
directly proportional to the number of involved nodes and rep-
resents, in the overall SHAPER-OPT, the most time consuming
procedure. It is however to be noticed that once SHAPER ends
(after a few seconds), the network is fully connected and, as a
consequence, DSOA optimization can be executed in parallel
with user data communications. The time needed by DSOA can
be reduced by assigning a higher priority to the packets that
carry DSOA information in the scheduling mechanism and by
defining ad hoc interpiconet scheduling mechanisms.

E. Topological Properties of Primitive and Meshed Topologies

A second set of simulations refers to the topological proper-
ties of PT and MT, respectively. It is to be noticed that these
properties have a key role for the support of QoS. We consider
a multihop scenario. The optimization metric used in DSOA is
equivalent normalized capacity (as in problem ), which aims
at jointly maximizing the overall scatternet capacity and mini-
mizing the number of hops between a generic source-destina-
tion pair (see also [6]). In Fig. 13, the mean number of piconets
per scatternet is reported, as a function of the number of nodes.
As the number of nodes increases, the mean number of piconets
increases, thus enhancing the overall capacity of the scatternet.
However, in the MT, the number of piconets per scatternet is
reduced with respect to the PT. This happens because the op-
timization metric tends to tradeoff between increased capacity
and increased interpiconet interference due to a higher number
of piconets [6].

The number of piconets in our MT is almost exactly the
same as that obtained by the Bluetree and Yao algorithms in
[9]. Bluestar leads to a significantly lower number of piconets
but, as stated above, piconets are not constrained to contain at
most 7 slaves.

Other topology characteristics are reported in Fig. 14, where
the number of links and the number of roles per node are com-
pared for PT and MT. The mean number of links, which mea-
sures how meshed the scatternet is, changes from a value of 1.6

Fig. 13. Mean number of piconets for primitive and meshed topologies.

Fig. 14. Number of links and number of roles per node for primitive and
meshed topologies.

for the PT to values ranging from 2.4 to 4.6 for the MT. If, for
example, a scatternet has an average number of links equal to
3, this means that in average every master has three slaves and
every slave belongs to three piconets. A more meshed topology
leads to scatternets with shortest paths among nodes. Moreover,
intuitively, when the topology is more meshed multiple paths
are available among different piconets, which improves the re-
siliency and the reliability of the network.

The average number of roles per node is also an important
measure of performance. Low values indicate that nodes spend
their time in a few piconets (thus reducing the interpiconet
scheduling delay). However, a more meshed topology (which
is a desirable property) is usually associated to higher values of
the average number of roles per node.

In Table IV, a summary of the comparison of the leading scat-
ternet formation protocols is reported for the convenience of the
reader, when 50 nodes participate in the scatternet formation
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT SCATTERNET FORMATION PROTOCOLS

Fig. 15. Illustrative example. (a) Primitive topology. (b) Meshed optimized topology. (c) Matrix describing the optimized topology. (d) Matrices used to calculate
the average normalized capacity.

process. The first four protocols give rise to a tree topology; last
two create meshed topologies.

F. An Illustrative Example of Scatternet Optimization

Fig. 15 reports an optimization example of the scatternet
topology. Fifteen nodes are scattered in an area of m .
The primitive topology is shown in Fig. 15(a) and the meshed
topology, optimized with the equivalent normalized capacity
metric, is shown in Fig. 15(b). The matrix that describes the
locally optimal topology is shown in Fig. 15(c). All nodes
are numbered according to the order they execute DSOA. By
observing the matrix, it is easy to understand how the optimized
topology is obtained by means of subsequent choices made by
the nodes. Every node decides its role and its connections
only on the basis of what the previous nodes have
decided. The tree structure is used to convey information on

decisions taken by the nodes. Node 1 is by default the master
of node 2. Node 2 sends the matrix to node 3. Node 3 also
chooses to be a master for node 2 since it has no other choice
(it is not a neighbor of node 1). Node 4 receives the matrix
after node 3 sends it back to node 2 (see the tree structure) and
selects to be a master for both nodes 2 and 3. The matrix is sent
back to node 2 and then to node 1, that forward it to node 5.
Node 5 simply selects to be a slave of node 1. Note that node
5 will also be selected as a slave by nodes 6 and 11. This way,
the matrix reaches nodes 6, 7, etc., which take their decisions,
until it reaches node 15. After node 15 has selected its role
(slave) and the connections to establish (nodes 6 and 9), the
new topology is defined. The final is sent back to node 1
that broadcasts it to all the nodes in the tree. The links in the
new topology are then established. The average capacity in (8)
was calculated as described in [6]. As a scheduling rule [(9)], it
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Fig. 16. Scatternet evolution with SHAPER-OPT.

is assumed that every master can offer the same capacity to any
of its slaves (fair scheduling). Thus, the matrix in Fig. 15(d)
is calculated, whose generic element represents the capacity
the master can offer to the slave . Similarly, it is assumed
that every slave spends the same amount of time in any of the
piconets it belongs to. The matrix can be calculated whose
element represents the capacity the slave requires from
the master . The capacity of the link is then calculated as
the minimum between and . With this model, the average
capacity in (8) is 5.8833. For what concerns the routing rule
in (9), a shortest path algorithm was applied in this example.
This way, for this scatternet the average path length [(11)] is
2.1220. The final equivalent normalized capacity [(14)] of the
scatternet is 2.7725.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Bluetooth has the potential to become a viable and compet-
itive wireless technology for PANs. For this reason there is a
need for suitable and efficient solutions for scatternet formation.
This article proposed a scatternet formation paradigm that com-
bines a quick tree scatternet setup with a distributed scatternet
optimization algorithm, which gives rise to meshed topologies.
A logical tree-structure is maintained to perform dynamical re-
configuration of the network. The procedures that constitute the
building blocks of our proposed approach (SHAPER-OPT) are
briefly summarized in the following. Fig. 16 reports an example
of evolution of the scatternet topology. At time the nodes
are all disconnected. Thanks to the inquiry/inquiry scan and
page/page scan procedures links are setup and SHAPER con-
nects them in a tree . DSOA is then executed on this PT
giving rise to a LT=PT and to an optimized MT . New de-
vices are included in the original scatternet after subsequent link
setups by means of MT-SHAPER. At time , DSOA is executed
again in order to reoptimize the scatternet topology.

A qualitative example of the evolution when nodes discon-
nect is given in the bottom part of Fig. 16. At time some
nodes disappear (e.g., due to mobility or deactivation). The scat-
ternet gets disconnected and the SELF-HEALING proce-
dures are called. The logical trees are appropriately reconfigured

, so that SHAPER can merge again the two scatternets
and DSOA can reoptimize the new topology.

We implemented all these procedures in the Blueware plat-
form and we performed an extensive simulation analysis. Re-
sults show how the network can be setup and dynamically re-
configured with limited delay. The optimization delay was com-
pared with the time required to form a tree-shaped connected
scatternet. A comparison of the topological properties of tree-
shaped and meshed topologies was also provided.
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